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Advanced settings are additional customization and configuration settings infrequently used.

Setting

Description

Domain name

This is the complete URL of your hosted application. For example: http://www.mycommunity.com.

Home page URL

Use this to set any other page in the community as the landing page, instead of the default homepage. For example, if you want to set the forums homepage as the landing page, simply enter its URL as:
http://YourApplicationUrl.com/forums Leave this field as blank if you do not want to change your community landing page.
Note: This field is disabled if you have a Page Builder page serving as your homepage.

Enable rating in comments

If checked, users can rate individual comments.

Stock photo albums (csv)

A CSV of the albums you'd like to have available as stock photos. For example: 12,4,26.

Minimum length for:

Username
Password
Note: These settings will be overridden if a regex is applied to the profile field.

Maximum length for:

Username
Password
Note: These settings will be overridden if a regex is applied to the profile field.

Allow members to modify date & time format

If checked, people will be able to change their date and time format in Preferences . If un-checked, then people will by default inherit the admin date and time format settings and will not be able to override
them.

Enable Terms & Conditions

Check this option to enable terms and conditions for submitting articles.

Enable Dislike option

Check this if you want to enable the Dislike option throughout the community. By default, only the Like button is enabled for members to like content. You can enable the Dislike option if you want to allow
members to "dislike" content.

Enable URL Mapper

Communifire has an in-built URL mapping module which you can use to link (301 re-direct) to your earlier web-pages in order to preserve search engine indexing ranks.

Include full case text in the case tracker emails?

If checked, case tracker emails will contain the full content of the case. Leave this un-checked if you do not want case details to be sent via emails (for security purposes).

Enable File Viewer

If checked, you can view files in Communifire without downloading them.

Enable calendar sync from 3rd party systems

Enable calendar import from external sources functionality allows space users to import events/calendars from Outlook. Check yes, if you would like to enable this feature.

Enable showing events from other spaces in
calendar

Enable events from other spaces in calendar functionality allows users to manage events in the calendar from other spaces of which they are part of. Check yes, if you would like to enable this feature.

Enable content expiration

Content expiration feature will be enabled for Articles, Blogs, Files, Videos and Wikis. You can expire a content on a specific date and time. You can also set the content visibility after expiration.

Invitation expiration days

This is the number of days an invitation to join the community is valid. This setting only controls the top level community and does not control invitations sent to join a 'space.'

Flag entity threshold count

Use this value to set the number of times a post must be flagged so that it automatically becomes deactivated. If the threshold is set to 5, then when 5 members flag the same content, the content
disappears (is deactivated).

User online time window

A user is "online" and active if he/she has clicked or interacted with any page within "x" number of minutes. This "x" number of minutes is the online time window. Default value is 5 minutes.

Maximum file upload size (MB)

The maximum size of a file that can be uploaded in the community. Set it to "0" to allow unlimited file size.

Enable CAPTCHA

If checked, CAPTCHA controls will be visible throughout the community, otherwise there will be no CAPTCHA validation in the community.

Enable CAPTCHA for logged in members

Check this if you want to enable CAPTCHA for logged in people. By default, logged in people will not see the CAPTCHA control, but for extra security for public facing websites, you may want to enable it.

Moderate article comments

If checked, article comments will require moderation.

Delete Activity Log on content delete

If checked, deleting content will also delete activity log.

Load code syntax highlighter in editor

If checked, you can insert code in a callout in the editor through Tools > Code highlight.

Number of notifications displayed

This specifies the number of notifications to display in the notification box before scrolling.

Image width for:

Space image
Space icon
Article image
Blog image
Event image
Wiki image
Idea image
These images appear beside their content.

Main navigation menu

Super compacted menu: The navigation menu that scrolls with the page
Super compacted menu with standard navigation: The fixed navigation menu that scrolls with the page plus a sub-menu that appears only at the top

Top level community image

tags : site-administrator

This image is used in the "Where to create" space selection list, if you have content outside of spaces enabled.

